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focuses on recent E2E, data-driven NLG methods
(Wen et al. 2015; Mei et al. 2016; Dusek and
Jurcicek 2016; Lampouras and Vlachos 2016).
From the original architecture, these methods
should have two sub-tasks: sentence planning and
surface realisation from non-aligned data.
In this challenge1, (Novikova et al. 2016, 2017)
provide a new crowd-sourced data set of 50k instances in the restaurant domain. Each example
consists of a dialogue act-based meaning representation (MR) and 8.1 references in natural language. The primary task which the submitters
should follow is to generate an utterance from a
given MR, which is a) similar to human-generated
reference texts, and b) highly rated by humans.
The primary purpose of this article is to present
our system called structure-based generation system (SBG System) for Challenge1. The input of
SBG System is each MR. The output of SBG System is the corresponding Natural Language (NL)
Reference for each MR. Based on the traditional
approach (Reiter and Dale 1997), our system
performs two main sub-tasks: (i) sentence
planning in which we create the overall sentence
structures and determine the appropriate structure
for each input MR; (ii) surface realization in
which we identify the exact word forms and
linearize the structure into a string.
The rest of article is separated as follows. We
introduce the generation setting in Section 2 and
describe our generator architecture in Section 3.
Section 4 details the experiments and analyzes the
results. We offer conclusions in Section 5.

Abstract
This paper describes the structure-based
generation system (SBG System) for Endto-End Natural Language Generation (E2E
NLG) Challenge. The input of SBG System is each meaning representation (MR)
in E2E data, which is a new dataset for
training end-to-end, data-driven natural
language generation systems in the restaurant domain. The output of SBG System is
the corresponding Natural Language (NL)
Reference for each MR. We follow the
traditional approach when building SBG
System including two main sub-tasks. The
first sub-task is sentence planning, in
which we create the overall sentence structures and determine the appropriate structure for each input MR. The second subtask is a surface realization, in which we
find the exact word forms and linearize the
structure into a string.
The generated NL references from development and experiment sets by SBG System are compared to a baseline as well as
other high-score systems with both automatic and human evaluation. The evaluation results show that our method generates high-quality NL references and has a
meaningful contribution to the NLG stateof-the-art.
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Introduction

Natural language generation (NLG) plays a critical role in recent interaction systems. So far, endto-end (E2E) NLG methods (Mairesse et al.
2010; Wen et al. 2015; Chen and Mooney 2008)
were limited to small, de-lexicalised data sets. For
new application domain, the NLG systems should
be re-developed so that they can replicate the rich
dialogue and discourse phenomena.
In E2E NLG Challenge1, the Committee
1
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Generator Setting

The input to our generator is predicates of an MR
entry from crowd-sourced dataset1. Following the
traditional architecture, our generator operates in
two levels, producing structure-type of the output
sentences and the natural language strings (see
Table. 1). The ﬁrst level corresponds to the sentence planning NLG stage. At this stage, our generator decides the structure-type of the output sentences. At The second level, our generator corre-

http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/InteractionLab/E2E/
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sponds to the surface realization NLG stage, producing the final natural language reference.

Flat MR

Structure

NL Reference

name[The Cricketers],
eatType[restaurant],
food[chinese],
priceRange[less than £20],
customer rating[low],
area[city centre],
familyFriendly[yes],
near[All Bar One]
{name[] is a} {eatType[]} {providing food[]} {in
the priceRange[]} {.} {It is located in the area[]} {.}
{It is near near[]} {.} {Its customer rating is
customer rating[]} {.}
The Cricketers is a restaurant providing Chinese
food in the less than £20. It is located in the city
centre. It is near All Bar One. Its customer rating is
low.

Table 1: An example of a 3-tube <Flat MR – Structure
– NL Reference>.

Figure 2: The general design of SBG System.

3.1

According to crowd-sourced dataset1, there are
eight types of the predicate, as an example in Table 1. We classify into five groups based on their
pragmatic meaning and define the corresponding
relationships between them (see Fig. 1 and Table
2).

The structure-type of an NL reference is generated
from the general graph of predicate relationships
(see Fig. 1).

Group
1

2

3

Figure 1: General graph of predicate relationships.
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Structure Builder

The Structure-based Generation System

4

5

Based on the traditional approach when building a
NLG system, SBG System consists of three main
components operating main processes. The first
component corresponds to construct the general
structures from the graph of predicate relationships. At the second component, the primary
process is to collect the appropriate English words
and phrases for each value of each predicate. The
third component corresponds to two primary
operations: (i) generate the suitable structure from
input MR; (ii) complete the final reference.
The general architecture of SBG System is
shown in Fig. 2.

Predicate, Meaning and Relationships

Predicate: name[], eatType[]

Meaning: the main object

Relationship: <identical> – name[] {is} eatType[]

Predicate: area[], near[]

Meaning: place

Relationship: main object ← {position}

Predicate: food[]

Meaning: production

Relationship: main object ← {product}

Predicate: familyFriendly[]

Meaning: experience

Relationship: main object ← {property}

Predicate: priceRange[], customer rating[]

Meaning: attribute

Relationship: main object ← {attribute}

Table 2: Groups of predicates.

After analyzing the relationships between groups
in Fig.1 and Table 2, we also apply knowledge
about English clause structures in linguistic theory
Functional Grammar (FG - Halliday and Matthiessen 2004) to form the basic structure for all
NL references (see Fig. 2). Note that due to there
is only one object, therefore we use the pronoun
“it” to refer to this object in the structure.
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{name[] is} {eatType[]} {.} {It provides} {food[]} {.}
{It has} {priceRange[]} {.} {It has} {customer rating[]} {.} {It is located in} {area[]} {.} {It is near}
{near[]} {.}
Figure 3: Basic structure for all NL references.

At the next step, we modify the basic structure in
Fig. 3 and create new general structures with following actions. The first action is to change the
positions of predicate elements. The idea of this
action is to consider the possible grammatical role
of each predicate, according to its pragmatic
meaning and relationship. The second action is to
use sophisticated phrase structures in FG. The
third action is to apply the transformation rules for
sentences having the same meaning in Transformational-Generative Grammar (TGG - Chomsky
2002) as well as an idea in (Tran 2011).
3.2

Figure 4: Predicate description.

At the second step, we use words in value and
type elements as the keywords and collect the
synonyms which have the most similar meaning
in thesaurus website2,3. Another way to collect the
similar phrases is that we apply different phrase
structures in TGG as well as collect from crowdsourced dataset1. As an example, consider predicate “food[]” having values “Italian”, we collect the
synonyms as in Fig. 5. We then combine with values of this predicate to create a list of phrases:
{Italian food; Italian cuisine; Italian meals,…}.

Data Source Collector

One of the most challenging tasks in a NLG system is to select the appropriate words and phrases
for the surface realization stage. We deal with this
task by operating two steps.
At the first step, we analyze each predicate to
determine elements: type; value; phrase. As an
example, consider the Flat MR in Table 1, we
have pairs of types (outside the brackets “[]”) and
corresponding values (inside the brackets “[]”):
“name[]” – “The Cricketers”; “eatType[]” – “restaurant”;
“food[]” – “chinese”; “priceRange[]” – “less than £20”;
“customer rating[]” – “low”; “area[]” – “city centre”;
“familyFriendly[]” – “yes”; “near[]” – “All Bar One”.
As in Fig. 4, each predicate has one type (e.g.
food[]) and several values (e.g. Italian, Chinese),
in which each value has several corresponding real phrases.

Figure 5: Synonyms of “food”.

In Table 3, we present the example values and
corresponding phrases for each predicate.
Predicate Type
name[]
eatType[]
food[]

Example Values
Alimentum
Aromi
pub
restaurant
Chinese
Italian

priceRange[]

high
less than £20
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http://www.thesaurus.com
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https://www.phrases.org.uk/phrase-thesaurus/index.html

customer rating[]

high

1 out of 5
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Example Phrases
Alimentum
Aromi
pub
restaurant
Chinese food; Chinese
cuisine;
Italian food; Italian
cuisine;
high price range; price
range of high;
price range of less than
£20; lessd than £20 price
range;
high customer ratings;
customer ratings are
high;
customer rating of 1 out

area[]
familyFriendly[]

riverside
city centre
yes
no

near[]

The Bakers
The Rice Boat

of 5; 1 out of 5 customer
rating;
riverside
city centre
family friendly yes; kidfriendly;
non-family-friendly; not
kid-friendly;
The Bakers
The Rice Boat

4.1

The development section is built for preliminary
testing. This section includes 547 entries in original type (contains predicates with corresponding
values) or 25 entries in reduced type (contains
predicates without corresponding value). Each entry consists of a different number of predicates
(from 3 to 8 predicates).
With the development section, we only apply
automatic evaluation. The results are shown in
Table 4. There we can see that, with the development section, our system surpasses the baseline at
ROUGE-L and CIDEr scores. However, the
BLEU and NIST scores of our system are lower
than the baseline’s.

Table 3: Example values and phrases of each predicate.

3.3

Reference Generator

As illustrating in Fig. 2, we perform the reference
generator component with following steps:
 Step 1. We analyze the input MR entry to determine: entry in reduced-type (contains predicates without corresponding value); the
corresponding value of each predicate.
 Step 2. We propose rules for generating the
appropriate structure of the output NL reference. With each rule, we use existing predicates and corresponding values as two constraint factors to find the proper general structure and modify this to generate the final
structure.
 Step 3. We replace the elements in the structure by appropriate phrases from data source
collector component.
The final result after operating the above three
steps is the NL reference of the SBG system.
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Testing and Evaluating in Development
Section

Metric
BLEU
NIST
ROUGE-L
CIDEr

SBG System Value
0.6828
8.3052
0.730
2.465

Baseline Value
0.6904
8.4529
0.726
2.403

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results when testing
SBG System on the development section.

4.2

Testing and Evaluating with E2E Experiment Section

The real e2e experiment section includes 630 entries in original type (contains predicates with corresponding values). Each entry consists of a
different number of predicates (from 3 to 8
predicates). With this section, the Organising
Committee1 test and evaluate in two steps: automatic evaluation and human evaluation (the full
results can be found in Challenge1).

Experiment and Evaluation

According to Challenge1, to measure the scores,
we used four metrics4: BLEU (Papineni et al.
2002), NIST (Doddington 2002), METEOR
(Lavie and Agarwal 2007), ROUGE-L (Lin 2004),
CIDEr (Vedantam et al. 2015). For the comparison, to establish a baseline on the task data, we also use Tgen5 (Dusek and Jurcicek 2016a), one of
the famous E2E data-driven systems. TGen is
based on sequence-to-sequence modelling with attention (seq2seq) (Bahdanau et al. 2015).
We test and evaluate our system on two sections: the development and real e2e experiment.

At the automatic evaluation step, the score results when comparing our SBG system with the
baseline are shown in Table 5.
Metric
BLEU
NIST
METEOR
ROUGE-L
CIDEr

SBG System Value
0.599
7.9277
0.4346
0.6634
2.0783

Baseline Value
0.6593
8.6094
0.4483
0.685
2.2338

Table 5: SBG System results in the experiment section.
4

According to (Novikova et al., 2017), we used MT-Eval script
(BLEU, NIST) and the COCO Caption (Chen et al., 2015) metrics (METEOR, ROUGE- L, CIDEr).
https://github.com/tuetschek/e2e-metrics
5

TGen is freely available at
https://github.com/UFAL-DSG/tgen
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At the human evaluation, the Organising Committee1 using TrueSkill algorithm (Sakaguchi et al.
2014) to calculate the scores. The full results can
be found at (Ondrej Dusek et al. 2018) and Challenge1. They compare 20 primary systems and the
baseline using the CrowdFlower platform. There
is two rank types: (i) Quality is defined as the
overall quality of the utterance, would be considered the primary measure; (ii) Naturalness has
defined the extent to which a native speaker could
have produced the utterance.
With the corresponding TrueSkill final scores,
20 primary systems are ordered by ranges and
grouped into 5 clusters from best to worst. The
systems in the same cluster are considered to
show the similar performance and share the same
position. Due to there are two rank types are
Quality and Naturalness, there are also two ways
of clustering, which means one system can be in
one cluster according to Quality scores and in another cluster according to Naturalness scores.
According to the final results, our SBG system
is in cluster 2 in both ways, which mean our system is the second best (same as other systems in
cluster 2) according to both Quality and Naturalness scores. Table 6 and 7, in turn, present the
Quality and Naturalness scores of the highest
system in each cluster, baseline and our SBG system.
Cluster /
Position
1
2

TrueSkill
0.300
0.228
0.184

Range

System

(1-1)
(2-4)
(3-5)

3

0.184
-0.078

(3-6)
(15-16)

4

-0.152

(17-19)

5

-0.426

(20-21)

<anonymous 2> – <anonymous 2>
UKP-TUDA – ukp-tuda
SBG System –
test_e2e_result_2 final_TSV
BASELINE – baseline
Thomson Reuters NLG – Primary_2_test_train_dev
<anonymous 5> – primary_submission-temperature_1.1
Chen
Shuang
–
Primary_NonAbstract-beam1

Cluster /
Position
1

TrueSkill
0.211

Range

System

(1-1)

2

0.171
0.101
0.091

(2-3)
(4-8)
(5-8)

3

-0.053

(13-16)

4
5

-0.144
-0.243

(18-19)
(20-21)

Sheffield
NLP
–
sheffield_primarySystem2_var1
<anonymous 2> – <anonymous 2>
BASELINE – baseline
SBG System –
test_e2e_result_2 final_TSV
Thomson Reuters NLG – Primary_1_submission_6_beam
FORGe – E2E_UPF_1
Thomson Reuters NLG – Primary_2_test_train_dev

Table 7: The Naturalness Scores of Highest Systems in
Each Cluster, Baseline and Our SBG System.

The testing results show that our SBG system
generates good quality references from meaning
representations in both development and real e2e
experiment sections. Based on cursory checks, our
system was able to create long, grammatical,
meaningful, multi-sentence output, as illustrated
by the following example: “The Cricketers is a
restaurant providing Chinese food in the less than
£20. It is located in the city centre. It is near All
Bar One. Its customer rating is low.”.

5

Conclusion

We have presented a structure-based method for
generating natural language references from restaurant-domain meaning representations dataset1.
Our generation system followed traditional approach with two main sub-tasks: (i) create the
overall sentence structures which are called sentence planning; (ii) determine the exact word
forms and linearize the structure into a string
which is called surface realization. The experiment results with both automatic and human evaluation show that our method overcomes the challenges from E2E dataset1: (i) references have lexical richness, syntactic variation and discourse
phenomena; (ii) generating systems should have a
content selection.
In future works, we intend to apply more
knowledge in linguistic theories, e.g. TGG and
FG, to improve the quality and naturalness of
generated sentences. Besides, we expand our
method and test with other datasets for a broader
comparison. Also, we hope to apply the idea in
SBG method for other NLP field, e.g.
summarization (Tran and Nguyen 2015, 2016).

Table 6: The Quality Scores of Highest Systems in
Each Cluster, Baseline and Our SBG System.
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